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W hat are you running for? This question was 
answered after more than 4000 runners joined 
the run with a cause of AffiniTea Raise D’ Roof 
2015 last July 5 at CCP Complex, Pasay City. 

More than the medal and the fun, runners persistently 
finished the race to meet the purpose of the event: to help 
the children of He Cares Foundation. 

He Cares Foundation is a Christian non-profit organization 
that reaches and helps extremely poor street children in 
Metro Manila by providing their basic needs like clothing, 
food, medical assistance, education, as well as spiritual 
support. 

Weather slowed down
It was a great favor, according to the organizers, that the 

weather slowed down few hours before and during the event. 
There was a heavy downpour of rain a day before the event. 
There was an uncertainty if the event will prosper or will just 
be rescheduled to a better date. But few hours before the 
race around two in the morning, the rain suddenly dwindled 
and the race went smoothly. 

Participants including the kids with their families joyfully 
reach the finish line with their chosen categories of 3K, for 
Kids, 5K, 10K, 16K, and 21K. Winners from different categories 
received cash prizes and medal. The 1st place from all 
categories brought home the champion medal and Fitness 
First guess passes.  

Notable personalities from the showbiz industry like 
Jeffrey Hidalgo, Arnee Hidalgo and Enzo Pineda were also 
present on the event.

Being Fit and Charitable 
Aside from helping the children in need, the Raise D’ Roof 

2015 intended to promote healthy lifestyle through active 
living and camaraderie among friends and family. 

This attested to be true as children and adult runner all 
plastered their smile while doing the race. You can observe 
members of different families maximizing the event as their 
quality time with each other. 

Moreover, it also encouraged discipline among children 
participants as it highlighted a verse from bible which says 
“Train up a child in a way that he should go; even when he is 
old he will not depart from it.” (Proverbs 22:6).

The event also served to be an impeccable place to meet 
new people and friends and understand the importance of 
wellness and active living. 

Nothing beats the joy of helping other people, knowing 
that your simple action of just joining and being part of the 
race would put a priceless smile to those children who will 
benefit for this event

AffiniTea Raise D’ Roof would not be possible without 
the help of all its sponsors: El Lobo, Light Network, Akira, 
Garmin, Mizuno, Fitness First, Xend, Pascual, BPI, Chooca 
Juice, Circulan, Aquabest, Peanut World, Horizon Land, and 
Acquasuisse.

And also their official media partners: takbo.ph, Business 
World, Business Mirror, Pinoy Fitness, Instagrammers Manila, 
New You, Endurance, Malaya.
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